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The International Teaching Artists Collaborative (ITAC) is the world-wide network of artists who
work in community and educational settings to create positive impact. ITAC is designed to unite
practitioners who have the skills to bring change to communities and empower their
participants towards action. Through creating strong connections, innovative approaches, and
new projects, ITAC creates spaces for these social impact artists to come together to enhance,
develop and deploy their skills around the world.

Together ITAC and EDEN Engagement piloted a new approach to prove that touring can be a
legitimate and powerful tool for change in communities.

ITAC designs and delivers EDEN Engagement, which has teaching artists in every tour city
creatively engaging with young people in workshops (in some cities as many as a series of six)
to raise their environmental awareness, knowledge, and sense of agency to make a difference
with their actions.

EDEN Engagement aims to create a new industry-defining model for Arts Outreach in concert
tours, commissioning teaching artists at every stop of the tour, where community engagement
is central to experience rather than a pleasant add-on. Together, we have been able to create
and share EDEN curricula for Teaching Artists, and disseminate these widely with an invitation
for others in our sector to join us in deepening impact. The ripple effects have already begun!

ABOUT ITAC



Urban Gardens: They are youth-friendly. Among many social benefits, they bring
these environmental benefits: reduce carbon use (reduced food transport); reduce
water runoff; help pollinators; plants absorb CO2 and pollutants and produce
oxygen; health benefits in the food and the community building (reduced stress and
blood pressure). 

Urban Trees: Trees are omnipresent and overlooked in cities—kid friendly. They can
plant them, and the EDEN performance encourages that. Trees are powerful
answers to heat mitigation (reduce temperatures by 8 to 10 degrees and need for
air conditioning), carbon and pollution sequestration and oxygen production, water
flow pollution reduction, biodiversity, and food insecurity. Health benefits include
healthier air, psychological benefits, lowering blood pressure and stress. 

Food Choices: Scientists have proven that small choices make a big difference.
Because many foods with a high health burden, including processed meats or red
meats, also have high environmental costs, switching out 10 percent of a person’s
daily caloric intake can cut a person’s food-based environmental footprint by over
30 percent. Between growing it, packaging it, moving it around, cooking it, and often
wasting it, food production makes up about one-fifth to one-third of all annual
greenhouse gas emissions globally. Eat less red and processed meats, eat more
veggies and fruits, reduce food waste, and if you have a way…compost. 

Three-time Grammy Award winning opera superstar Joyce DiDonato has created the
global tour of EDEN, her major concert hall performance about environmentalism. Her
personal commitment and partnership with ITAC has launched a re-imagining of the
impact of a concert experience through teaching artist-led workshops in every city. The
International Teaching Artists Collaborative (ITAC) is the world-wide network of artists
who work in community and educational settings, who have the skills to bring change
to communities. Together ITAC and EDEN Engagement piloted a new approach to prove
that touring can be a legitimate and powerful tool for change in communities.

Cities on the tour are designated either "Root Cities" (4-5 workshops) or "Seed Cities"
(1-4 workshops). Seed Cities are events that engages the youth with one of three
specific environmental issues; Urban Gardens, Urban Trees, Food Choices:

Root City teaching artists have the freedom to explore specific issues in their cities that
relate to climate action and make develop their curriculum accordingly. 

ABOUT EDEN





"One thing people can do is
help plant seeds of hope...

whether that's kindness, love,
or compassion... we have to

plant those seeds."
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Final Projects



THE TOUR

Brussels

Luxembourg

Arnhem

In February 2022, Teaching Artist Chrysa
Karageorgiou led four workshops on

Sustainable Cities for the students in the
Equinox Choir. Those students later

performed at the Henry Le Beouf Hall in
Brussels. These 25 students created visual
artwork to illustrate the sustainable cities

they wish to create.

In February 2022, Teaching Artists James
Libbey and Patricia Abdelnour led three
workshops on biodiversity for the
students El Sistema Luxembourg,
Fondation EME and the International
School of Luxembourg. These 45 students
were so thrilled with the workshops, they
went on to create an EDEN Choir and are
still performing together today.

In February 2022, Teaching Artist
Annemiek Harreman led 24 students from

Koorschool Katalin Szabó in a workshop
based on the Dutch saying "Everybody

contributes in their own way". In Dutch it’s
called Iedereen draagt zijn steentje bij.

This expression means that every small
stone that anyone contributes, can make

an important difference. And all small
stones together will make a big difference.



Amsterdam

Aalborg

In March 2022, Teaching Artist Lisa van
der Weij led 30 students from the De
Springplank school in five workshops on
creating "nature in the city". This musical
workshop allowed the students to
recreate popular songs with their own
words and views on climate change. 

In June 2022, Teaching Artists Lea Burrows
and Karen Zenia Hal Hermansen led a

workshop on food choices with 40
students who are part of a collaborative

youth choir with children from
Kærbyskolen and Nørholm Skole. These

students created humorous performance
pieces about "funerals" for the food they

eat.

Hamburg
In March 2022, Teaching Artists Megan
Morrison and Audrey Bashore led three
workshops on the importance of trees in
urban settings. They worked with 30 from
The Young Class X to create performance
pieces they later performed for their
teachers, friends and family. 



Vienna

Budapest

London

In June 2022, Teaching Artists Erica Pazur
and Sybille Egger led a workshop for 21

members of the Vienna Boys Choir on
urban trees in their city. The students

created improvised performance pieces
about planting trees from the trees'

perspective.

In May 2022, Teaching Artist Dóra Halas
worked with 36 from the School Choir of
the Peter Vajda Singing, Musical and Sport
Elementary School during a series of four
workshops. These workshops were in
cooperation with the Hungarian civilian
group “10 Million Trees”:
https://10milliofa.hu 

Teaching Artist Mike Roberts was the first
educator to be brought on board the

EDEN Project. In partnership with students
from the Bishop Ramsey School, Mike

created the EDEN Anthem that each choir
across the tour would sing on stage with

Joyce DiDonato at the end of the EDEN
Concert. Over the course of six

workshops, Mike worked with 289
students. In September 2022, Teaching

Artist Xenia Horne will build off this work
with another series of workshops.

https://10milliofa.hu/


"I have learned to never give up hope and
that music is a powerful way to give hope
and be happy. Music also connects people. I
learnt that it is not about me, it is about
something so much larger than myself" —
Elulaie, Eden El Sistema Luxembourg

"I experienced the power of unity. 
 Listening to students of all ages showed me

how beautiful we are all together. I also
learned how POWERFUL we can be when

we're united!" —Tammilyn, 
Salute to Music Choir NYC

“The whole day was inspiring - a once in a
lifetime experience that we will cherish.”
—Betsy Bates, Executive Director,
Children's Chorus of Washington



Dublin

Kansas City

In March 2022, Teaching Artists Dee
Deegan and Joanna McGlynn facilitated a
series of workshops called "Dancing
Dandelions". Working with 45 students
from Cór na nÓg, they explored the
prejudice against dandelions and
illustrated to students how beneficial
these so called "weeds" are to our
environment. 

In April 2022, Teaching Artist Madison Mae
Parker worked with 9 students from St.

Ann's Choir in a multidisciplinary
workshop that allowed them to choose

which climate action projects are
important to them. In the end, they

created four performance and visual
artwork pieces that they performed for

friends and family.

Ann Arbor
In March 2022, Teaching Artist Karilú
Alarcon Forshee led a workshop on the
lives of trees. Working with 23 students
from the Ann Arbor Youth Chorale,
Karilú helped them create three
collaborative performance pieces that
illustrated the life of a tree in stages.  



Toronto

New York

In April 2022, Teaching Artist Natalie
Fasheh worked with 18 students from
the Raise Her Voice Chamber Choir, in

the Oakville Choir for Children and
Youth. During this workshop, the

students explored the water crisis that
Indigenous communities in Toronto are

facing right now.

Through a series of five workshops over
the course of February and March 2022,
Teaching Artist Emily Eagen worked with
60 students from the "Salute To Music
Choir". During these workshops, Emily led
the students in a series of activities that
allowed the students to explore the
connections they have with nature and
how they can use their voices to protect
the earth.



"I have learned that we
should care more about the
earth and that we should

not destroy it because there
is no Plan B."



IMPACT & EVALUATIONS
The goal of this effort is to learn about the impact that the activities have on
participants. We are especially curious to learn if there is any evidence that they have
the impulse to take action and/or feel they can make a difference—this is the high goal
of the arts-for-climate field, and we believe teaching artists have a particularly strong
contribution to the field. 

During the EDEN project, teaching artists were encouraged to use the Continuum of
Impact Guide as a model when thinking about impact and assessment in their
workshops. 

https://animatingdemocracy.org/continuum-impact-guide#:~:text=Animating%20Democracy%27s%20Continuum%20of%20Impact,contribute%20to%20making%20change%20happen


EDEN "Seed Cities" are cities in which 1-3 workshops take place, so a shorter curriculum
than the "Root Cities." We tasked each teaching artist with evaluating their students
based on the Continuum of Impact Guide. They rated their students on a scale from 1
(no knowledge of the subject) to 4 (extremely knowledgable about the subject). The
following graph reflects the average of 18 evaluations by our teaching artists. 

1-No Knowledge
2-Some Knowledge
3-Knowledgable
4-Extremely Knowledgable

“I feel inspired to plant sunflower seeds because they
always bend and reach out to the light. And music is
the light.”

—Sophie, Eden Luxembourg

Snapshot: Seed Cities

Before After
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Awareness & Knowledge 

Dialogue & Discourse 

Attitudes & Motivation 

Capacity & Action 

Conditions, Systems, & Policies 

“I feel inspired to plant sunflower seeds because they
always bend and reach out to the light. And music is
the light.”

—Sophie, Eden Luxembourg

54% Increase

75%

56%

80%

50%

https://animatingdemocracy.org/continuum-impact-guide#:~:text=Animating%20Democracy%27s%20Continuum%20of%20Impact,contribute%20to%20making%20change%20happen


Extremely Satisfied
64.7%

Very Satisfied
35.3%

We asked our teaching artists to rate their overall satisfaction with the EDEN workshops
on a scale from 1-5. All teaching artists said they were either extremely or very satisfied

with the development and implementation of their workshops.

75%Increase in Students' Ability to
Discuss Climate Issues

+50% Increase in Students' Awareness of
Climate Issues

+50% Increase in Students' Attitudes &
Motivations about Climate Action



During this first round of EDEN, three of our cities were called "root cities," meaning
that their workshops went deeper and longer than the seed city curriculums. These
three cities were London, New York, and Brussels. Here is a snapshot of the evaluations
from those cities. 

Snapshot: Root Cities

Before After

0 1 2 3 4

I see myself as an artist 

I see myself as an activist 

I can use my art to make a difference 

I have the power to change my world 

7%

16%

18%

13%

New York City

"I think one thing we could take away from this and give on to
the next performers is to really try and connect with the change
you are trying to make and really feel it because when you feel it
you can tell a story." 

– Zabrina

Grades 4-8th

I want to learn more about the 
changing state of the environment

 
 

I believe I have the tools make a real 
difference on the environment

6%

7%

You can see a complete Evaluation of the New York City Workshops by Carnegie Hall here.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13UZcSyP9b5Pd1D5I35n7vT05vE5uYfhr/view


No
64%

Yes
36%

No
54.5%

Yes
45.5%

No
60%

Yes
40%

London 
Pre-Surveys

Horfield Primary School
Ages 10-11

Do you know what ‘emissions’ are? 

Bishop Ramsey School
Ages 11-13

Home Ed Families
Ages 7-12

What effect do ‘emissions’ have on our environment?

"I think it just comes out of a tube"
"Makes the air dirty"
"They are going into the ground and floating into the air"
"They go up into the air which is bad for the birds. They
cause pollution"
"Emissions from cars can be a contributing factor to
climate change"
"They are killing the planet"
"They create a thicker atmosphere so heat stays trapped
in the earth, creating weird weather"
"They are things which come from burning fossil fuels
(e.g. Carbon emissions). They can cause climate change"
"They are leaving a carbon footprint"
"They are releasing bad gases"
"Hurts wildlife and plants"
"Poisons our countryside"
"Emissions get trapped in the atmosphere and the climate
changes, like the weather."



Horfield Primary School
Ages 10-11

Yes
70%

No
30%

Do you have the power to change people’s minds about climate change?

Bishop Ramsey School
Ages 11-13

Yes
57.1%

No
42.9%

Home Ed Families
Ages 7-12

Yes
70%

No
30%

"Writing this song and singing it has definitely showed me to
have hope. It's not the end and there is more we can do for
this planet to save it. Watching Joyce perform has given me a
giant boost of confidence and motivation to use my voice to make
a difference."

—Sophia, Bishop Ramsey School

London 
Post-Surveys

What can you do to help solve the emissions problem in your area? 
The children were encouraged to 'frame' their response as a potential 'motto'

"Little things can have a big effect. Use your feet, don't drive"
"If we all take part, we can change our world. Electric cars are more healthy for our world."

"Use more things that use electricity to power. Fumes are bad"
"Let other people know about climate change so they can help tooo"

"Travel by bus, not car. "Walk to school, don't be a fool!"
"Campaign, protest, support climate charities. Stopping drive will make our community thrive"

"Every day you do something different it will eventually change. Use your legs."
"Pick up rubbish and put it in the bin."

"Talk to people about the problem and solutions"
"We can make the world a better places - save the world with me!"

"Use less fuel (walk more). Protest against railways and housing areas. Reduce food waster.
Don't litter. Don't leave lights on"



Watch
the 
Videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXe2drYY5eo&list=PLIOMdgLfneEdgNQC9S4tUrmCmwmC-nNFR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXe2drYY5eo&list=PLIOMdgLfneEdgNQC9S4tUrmCmwmC-nNFR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXe2drYY5eo&list=PLIOMdgLfneEdgNQC9S4tUrmCmwmC-nNFR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXe2drYY5eo&list=PLIOMdgLfneEdgNQC9S4tUrmCmwmC-nNFR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXe2drYY5eo&list=PLIOMdgLfneEdgNQC9S4tUrmCmwmC-nNFR




“I learned that people all ages can make a
difference in a song or saying something.
You need to speak up for what you care
for.”

“I connect to the lyric where it says, "If
we will help, help it along". We are
responsible for what happens in our

environment. It makes me feel powerful,
impactful, and creative.”

“I feel very happy with the song that we
made. I like how everyone’s ideas were
included in the song. It feels like as a
community we have made a change because
of our conversation about how songs make
a change because singing is different than
say something.”



6
Languages

70+
Curriculum 

Downloads Since
Launch

50+
New Visitors to
the EDEN Site

Per Day

12
Videos

16
Curriculums

"I am a local music teacher and want to bring the
England curriculum to my students. We are so

excited! Thank you for these incredible resources."

BEYOND THE WORKSHOPS
In May 2022, ITAC launched its EDEN Engagement page with resources, videos, and
impact stories about the pilot project. Since then, numerous teaching artists around the
world have downloaded the curriculums created and are implementing them in their
own classrooms. 

https://www.itac-collaborative.com/projects/eden-engagement




Profile Activities
(Likes, Profiles

Visits, etc.)

Impressions

900+

Accounts
Reached

1000+100+

SOCIAL MEDIA
The following numbers represent EDEN's social media presence from March to July 2022. 



"I want to thank ITAC and Joyce DiDonato for
making such an incredible curriculum available to all
kids! We are piloting EDEN at my small charter K-
8 school in Boulder Colorado and plan to use the
London seed city curriculum. We hope to make a
little video and present it to the school board this
winter in hopes of getting it into all of the schools in
our district. 

From Boulder, which is a pretty eco-conscious
town, we hope to spread to Denver with the
experiences of Boulder behind us. We’ve always
wanted to do such a project but haven’t seen how we
could unite all the schools together in one movement
and this has provided the framework. We are so
excited and we thank you all for creating such a
probability! So many kids and people will be touched
by this! Viva EDEN!"



Over 650 students from a wide array of communities and backgrounds participated
in EDEN workshops. A goal of the program was to engage students who would not
normally be exposed to this kind of arts education and creative climate action
investigation and, in that regard, EDEN was a great success. The program brought
students from multiple communities in each city together to implement this work.
In some cities, the impact was great enough that partner organizations have
continued the work afterwards. For example, in Luxembourg, the student chorus of
mixed social groups that rarely meet was so impactful that a new and ongoing
chorus organization was formed. 
16 innovative curriculums, some in multiple languages, were created by teaching
artists across the globe. Successfully fulfilling the EDEN Engagement goal of creating
model curriculums that educators around the world can pick up and use, these
innovative curriculums featuring creative engagement approaches to
environmental issues are freely available to educators everywhere on the ITAC
website: https://www.itac-collaborative.com/eden-engagement-resources
Participating students from under-resourced communities rarely have
opportunities to attend, no less perform in, major performing arts venue events. All
students in EDEN Engagement workshops participated in the EDEN concert, singing
alongside Joyce DiDonato in the final act. EDEN Engagement enriched their concert
experience by giving them a holistic and personally relevant understanding of the
importance of operatic performance.
While the documentation of impact became less systematized than hoped, the data
that was gathered creates a clear case for the hugely positive effect of this
experience on participating young people and adults who worked with them. 

CONCLUSION
As a new, international pilot arts education program in partnership with the fine and
performing arts world, EDEN Engagement sought to creatively engage community
participants in the themes and visions of EDEN with such force that it would change
their understandings, behaviors, and sense of agency regarding climate change and
climate action. As with any new initiative of this magnitude, EDEN Engagement saw its
successes and challenges along the way.

Successes

https://www.itac-collaborative.com/eden-engagement-resources


Due to the ongoing impact of COVID-19 across the globe, some workshops were
altered or cut at the last minute because of health restriction issues. Three cities
were unable to host workshops and approximately 6 cities had to reduce the
number of workshops they could host to 1-2 each. EDEN Engagement Staff and
Teaching Artists did their best to be flexible and adapt to this ever-evolving
landscape. However, despite best efforts, there were not as many workshops held
as originally planned.
Documentation of student impact proved challenging across different languages
and cultures. It is the goal of EDEN Engagement to demonstrate to the concert
touring and performing arts industries that producers and artists can reach for
more ambitious positive community impact through touring. While circumstantial
data about the impact of EDEN exists in the form of student quotes, stories, and
final projects, concrete data about the impact via pre and post surveys proved
challenging. We recognize that longer preparation time with partner schools and
community organizations, and more workshop hours, are essential to create
consistent and eloquent documentation of impact.

Challenges

To build concrete evaluations that better track the impact of EDEN Engagement on
students and communities. To do this, EDEN staff will need to begin working on the
project much earlier than in the pilot initiative, locating teaching artists, booking
workshops far earlier than previously allowed, and working with partner institutions
to engage their support in impact assessment. 
To increase the number of students, communities, and teaching artists participating
in this work.
To apply the model of EDEN Engagement with other touring artworks. The basic
features of the model include: identifying teaching artists and partner institutions in
tour cities; designing and executing a creatively engaging arts integrated project
that addresses an urgent community issue directly connected to the key theme of
the performance; and a culminating performance that celebrates and elevates the
students’ work and amplifies the theme of the touring artwork. The impact on the
students’ understandings and sense of agency to make a positive difference on the
community challenge should be strong enough to be measurable.

Future Goals of EDEN Engagement



"The Eden Project was a
transformative experience for the
youth of the Ann Arbor Youth
Chorale. Our singer’s minds and
hearts were opened anew to impacts
of climate change. We will never
forget Joyce and the Eden Project."

—Bonnie Kidd, Ann Arbor Youth
Chorale Choir Director
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